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I.

Introduction.

-- The names of l·Iar:c and Multhus arc often linked in

disjunction but never in conjunction.

1

The differences between the prophet

and the parson admittedly oven1helm their similarities.

Neverthelesn, the

purpose of this paper is to argue that their differences are more complementary
than contradictory, and when combinecl yield a more general theory of poverty,
social cla::;ses, and development.

Briefly stated, the thesis argued in this

paper is that the two historically dominant theories of poverty, the ifarxian
and the l·Ia lthusian,

-J:

.:ire not inconsistent, but complementary; that a union of

the two yields a basic four-fold typoloey of social classes by differential
ownership of prope:::-ty and differential fertility; that this typolocy can also
be viewed as a way of disaggregating the neaningless average of ''per capita
GNP 11 in a way which eives social content (i.e. a distributional dimen::iion)to

the concept; that the typology provides r,10re satisfactory definitions of
11

development" and

11

overpopulation' 1 ; and that these four categoriec arc improved,

or usefully supplcnentcd, by rcplacinr; the flow of incor:ic by the steel~ of
~•c

To avoid terminological confusion I should define more clearly the
socewhat symbolic terms "Nar:x:ian 11 and "Malthusian". From Har:: comes the notion
of exploitation and class conflict. The historicist side of Har:~, dialectical
miterialism, etc., is irrelevant to the purposes of this paper, and as K. R.
Popper argues, probably best ignored in any case. By "Halthusiann I mean
to include the neo-lialthusian, or birth control movement, as a lor;ical part of
the Malthusian view, with apologies to Halthus, who, of course, rejected it.
The terms are labels, and essentialist arzuments about what I·IarJdsn or Nalthusian
really is, arc not considered worth pursuinr;. In short, "1,1ar~dan" is Narx
ex.eluding the historicist part; "Malthusian" is Malthus includin3 the neo-Malthusians.

- 2 Also the universality of the typology is discusi:;ed, and

wealth in each case.

the problem of opc:.:ationational definitions and empirical application is
considered in a preliminary way.
II.

The Complementarity of Uar:~ and l·Ia lthus.

The importance of the 1'Iarxian

Ha lthusian debate on the roots of poverty has been emphasized by liar):ii:it economist
P... L. Meek, who conjectured that,

11

if the cocial struggles of the early nineteenth

century were essentially summed up in the controversey between I·Ialthus and
Ricardo, those of our own times arc perhaps not unfairly summed up in that

,,

between Na lthusianc and Marxians.

n·-

The i:rnue of our time::; i::; economic development

rather than the corn laws or the pocsibility of a general glut.

The I.Jarxian

and Malthusian differences arc apparent in Alfred Sauvy 's clas:::ification of
11
development efforts into the "economic colution and the

The I·Iar~:ian tradition i::; a sub-catco:;ry of the

11

11

demographic solution".

3

economic solution" uhich denies

the relevance of the ''demographic solution'\ the latter being a development of
the Halthunian and nco-N.althusian traditions which, however, have historically
embraced clement::; of both the economic and the dcraographic solution::;.
the common area of

11

Hithin

economic colutionu :::hared by both Harx and lialthun there are

of courne important differences regardin:; which set of economic inctitutions,
capitalist or :::ocialist, best promotec development.

This in in fact, the

difference which ha::: absorbed almost all the attention, to the ne3lcct of the

equally important difference regarding the relevance of the demographic colution.
This latter difference between lJaltbusians and :t-Iarxians is reflected in
11
the two meanings of the ,iord "proletariat , and the differing theories of

poverty implicit therein.

The literal Latin meaning of "proletariat" ic

"those with many offspring 11 , and the full Ancient Roman scnne of the word is,

"the lo\1est cla::;s of a people, whose mer:iber:J, poor and cxer.ipt from ta::,:es, were
useful to the republic only for the procreation of children".
between "proletarian 11 and

11

The correlation

prolificll is ir.iplicit in our very langua~e, and is

given explicit theoretical development in the Malthusian tradition.

The second

meaning of "prolctariat 11 i::; the Nar:::.ian definition as, "non-owner::; of the
means of production ,-,ho r:iust sell their labor-power to the capitalist in order
to live 11 •

Dy Har:::.' s time the literal mcaninr; of the \vord had been lost and it was

used as a synonyr.1 for

11

the laboring cla::;s, the poor, the common people.

11

l•
•·

Marx's definition coapleted the alienation of the word from all connection
with its literal meaninc.

Implicit in the Har::dan definition, and e:::.plicitly

developed in ilar:i:.i::;t thou::;ht, is the theory that poverty result::: from the

social relation::; of production, not from the proliferation of the proletariat.
Dut arc these ti·JO views really r:iutually e::.clusive or logically in
compatible?. If \·le con::::ider that poverty means "low per capita income of a
class 11 and that pc::: capita income i:::: the ;:-atio of total income (Y) to total
population (P) for the c laas, then i·JC can oay, as first approximation, that
the Halthuoian tradition explains low
growing dcnominato;:- and its causes.

y

p by

pointing to a large or rapidly

In contrast, l-lar:::.iano c:::.plain the poverty

of a clasa by showing why the numerator is low or 3rowing very ::;lowly, or even
declining.

To the c::.tent that Y and. P arc independent, the tivO e~:.planations

are complcr.icntary.

Certainly there arc lir:tits tot he independence of Y and P.

Given Y there is a ma::dmum P which can ::;uboist, and a minimum P technically
necessary fo:: it::: production.

But uithin the lir:iits set by subointencc and

technology (which crou wider with time) the tivo term::; of the fraction can
vary in relative independence, and instead of Har,~ versus l·lalthus we have
l•larJ{ and Halthu::::.

-

L;. -

Within thi::; range of relative independence there of cour:::ie e::i::;t less

The

obvious interrelation::: between Y and P nnd between their growth ratea.

growth rate of P, and e::;pecially the birth rate, influence the ar;e :::tructure
of P, which in turn influences savingc, education, the :::iize of the ::;urplus

available for rcaca::ch and technical progress, etc.

P may also influence Y

via increai:::cd specialization and divii:::ion of labor as the size of the market

expands - a::rnumin:3 the distribution of income does not limit the size of the
The effects of Yon Pare even less clear .. The Malthusian viewpoint

market.

would suegest that increase::: in Y cause increases in P by redu=inr; mortQlity
and increacing ~c=tility.

But moct of the evidence, and the dcooctaphic

tran:::ftion hypothe::..ic ::;ueeect an invc;:ce :relation between incor,1e c::nd
'"•l·t
1. y. S
f er.__

Heer reconciles the two views :;is follows:

According to thio theory, the direct effect of an incrcaoe
in the level of ,-1ell~being in a society i::: an increase in fertility, but
various indirctt effects of an increaoe in economic well-bcinc [increased
education and net economic co::;t of children, decreased infant mortality, etc.]
have such advc1·::;e conoequences for fertility that, taking into account both
direct and indirect effects, an increase in economic level decrca:.cs fertility,
One may therefore predict that the zero-ordc::- association between economic
well-being and fertility i::; inverse, but the partial association, hold1nr;
6
constant the indirect effect::; of chan3e::; in economic well-beinr;, is po:.itive."
11

~---.

Heer

's

analysi::; lends statisticc:il ::;upport to a generalization offered

by Ezra Bowen in 1931 (An Hypothesis of Population Growth, Columbia University
11
Press, New Yorl~) that population size tcndo to vary directly lvith the aggregate

supply of wealth and inverocly with tbe height of the prevailing ::;tandard of
_living,"

The same idea was implicit in T. N. Carver's definition of

11

standard

1
of living" as nthe number of desires that tal~e precedence in the individual s
11
choice over the effective desire for offsprin3 (The Economy of Human I!nergy,

New York, Ma-cmill an, 192Ll- p. 34).

Animnl populations have

11

standards of living"

which are constant over time and uniform for all members of the population.

-

'.j

-

The size of animal populations is therefore overwhelmin gly determined by the
supply of aggre3ate :1wealth 11 or means of ::;ubsistence .

Human standards of

living are neither constant nor uniform, and must be added to aggre3ate
wealth as detcrr.iinant s of the population size.
A United Nations' study of conditions and trends of fertility in the

world found a rcmarkeably high inverse relation between income and fertility
on an internation al level when the world i::; divided into two fertility blocs.

7

Almost all countries with Gross Reproductio n r.ate (GRR) > 2.0 are in Asia,
Africa, and Latin Anerica.

Almost all countries with GI'•.R < 2.0 arc in the

developed parts of the world, and practically no countries have Gr..r, 's in the
neighborhoo d of the '.2. 0 dividing point.

The exceptions (high fertility Albania

and low fertility Icrael, Japan, Argentina and Uruguay) only tend to prove the
rule, since for their regions they are not only demographic exceptions, but also
economic exceptions and still conforn to the rule of inverse association of
fertility and economic development .

Hoi-1ever, within each bloc there appears

to be no association at all between fertility and level of development .
facts give rise to a

11

These

threshold hypothesiD 11 according to ,-1hich iraproving

economic conditions are likely to have little effect on fertility until a
certain critical level is reached.

In terms of Heer's hypothesis one might

say that below the threshold the negative indirect effects of income on
fertility (standard of living effects) arc on balance offset by the positive
direct effect (aggregate wealth effect).
indirect effects predominate .

Above the threshold the negative

- J -

There seems to be ample room therefore for treating Y and
P independent ly, and even llhen Y and P cannot be treated independent ly
there still exist complement arities between the Marxian and Malthusian
views, since there is no reason why we cannot recognize two-way causation,
with both Y and P capable of autonomous change.
There appear::;, nevertheles s, to e::ist a considerabl e difference
of opinion amonc the experts on the compatibili ty of HarJ~ and Halthus.

,.,
Paul S1vcc zy says the f olloHin:3: u
:Harx ncvc::: urote much about the factors which determine the oize
of the population, but this much is certain, that he had no use ~1atever
for the Halthunian theory or any of its variants. He called the theory of
population 'the doc;raa of the economist:J~ and he scarely ever mentioned
it e:~ce.pt to belittle it. ----It ,vould probably be impossible to find in
all !~rx's writin:30 a favorable reference to the classical doctrine of
population. * Clearly he had no disposition to adopt this method of nquaring
the theory of value uith the unique character of the commodity labor-power ".
11

Instead, i'.!ar:s: took Ricardo's ideas on the possibility of unenploymen t
resulting from replacement of labor by r.iachines, and thus got his reserve
army whose competition for jobs assured a price of labor-power equal to its

.,.

"Indeed Har)~' s most acid polemic::; are reserved for Ha lthun, the
11
"plagiarist 11 and "::;ycophant • Regardin:3 Narx 'n tendency to scorn and
belittle ar13uments ,-,ithout always refuting them, J. A. Schumpeter rer.iarked
that, "with Han:, arguments of that type and in that style are always
suggestive of name wcal~ness which r.mst be screened." (Capitalisr.i ,
Socialism, and Deraocracy). Marx's diatribr:.s against Malthus probably
constitute the best c;tample of this.

7 value (subsi stence ).

Sweezy contin ues,

[r.icar do 's]
:t-Iar:{ 1 s er cat accom plishm ent uas the integr ation of this
in such a way
princi ple into the senera l theory of capita list accum ulation
l·Ialth usian
the
on
ence
depend
~
ise
as to free the latter from an otherw
11
(Ny empha sis).
popula tion do3r:1a.
11

.
I-Jar::-: himse lf clearl y consid ered l·Ialthu s fatal to his system

In

law of wac;es 11
A Critiq ue of the Gotba Progra m Mar~{ consid ered the "iron
and observ ed,
I can ~
"But if this [1'Ialth usian] theory is correc t, then again
becaus e
over,
times
d
hundre
abolis h the lau even if I abolis h wa~c labor a
system .
social
every
but
labor
the law then ~overn s not only the syster.1 of wage
fifty
fo.:
proved
have
Basing themse lves direct ly on this, the econom ists
han itn basis
years and more that nocial ism cannot abolis h povert y, which
sly over the
aneou
in nature , but can only gener alize 1 it, dictri bute it cimult
11
whole surfac e of societ y. 9 (Harx s empha sis.)
the "neo
Appar ently !lar;~, like l-Ialthu s, could not tal:e ceriou sly
pove::t y by consci ous
Nalthu sian" possib ility of haltin g the i:;cner alizati on of
limita tion of births throug h contra ceptio n.

To escape the iron law of wages

:t-Iarx must deny l·Ialthu s as well as abolis h war;e labor.
Sueezy 's.
Joan P..obin son, howev er, takes a view quite differ ent from
11
to liar:::;
She does not consid er the Halthu sian doctri ne at all "fatal

:: he refuse d
"In bi::: an:::iet y to comba t the reacti onary views of Halthu:
intere sts
the
to
rious
delete
to admit that a rapid growth of popula tion i::t ,~ith the
sisten
incon
tion,
of the workin g class. This seems to be an aberra
11
main line of hin theory . 10
Har:::
In other words Harx and Halthu: :- arc not incon sisten t, and
1
of theory ~
denial of l•Ialthu s is incon aisten t with j.larx s main line

It will

onn doubts that
be seen below that Joan Robins on is quite rir;ht, althou gh
.
Marx's incons istenc y on this point was a mere "aberr ation"
cmplo sion
In view of both the tremen dous import ance of the popula tion
world, aa well as
and the pervaa ive influe nce of Harxis t though t in the third
compr ehensi ve theory
the differ inr; opinio ns of the expert s and the lack of a

of poverty and e::ploitation -- in vieu of all this it would ccer,1 quite premature
to heed the advice of Donald Bogue,

1

Tieraographers of the world unite -- in

burying the population theories both of l·lalthus and of Har,:: 11 •

11

It is

argued below that a modified 1-Iarxian - IIa lthusian theory of poverty is not
only internally consictent, but that the full extent of claas exploitation
cannot be understood ,1ithout unitinc 1-Ialthus and 11arx.

Also the combined

viewpoint i:;ue;::;eats a fruitful ,;1ay of dicam_;regating the alrnont meaningless
avera3e of "per capita GNP" which is the central concept in so much of our
current thinl~inc; on poverty and dcvc lopment.

This typology, developed in

Section IV, dintinc;uiches clazses according to their differinr; participation
in and control ove:: the two life-suctaininr; processes of production (Har,::)

and reproduction (llalthus).

III.

The Concept of ;1Exploitationn IIodified and Extended.

exploitation 11 has been virtually baniched from polite economics.

11

--The word
In

price theory it ic allowed only when a f;:ictor receives lees than the value of
its marginal product, and the notion ic applied to all factors, so that it
is possible to e:::loit land or capital,
occurs between a

fir □

a::;

well as labor!

The act of exploitation

and a factor -- it ic a part of micro-econocics.

Alternatively, e::ploitation can be vieucd ac a macro-concept, a relation
between clai:;ses, not individuals, .except very indirectly.

The cla~w of capitalists

exploits the class ·of- la.borers by appropriating the entire purplus (national product
c,ccess of "subsistence").

The national product is produced by labor, not property.

Capital and land enhance the productivity of labor, regardless of who owns them.
We need not appeal to an erroneous labor theory of relative prices which caused
}furx so many insoluble problems, but only to a labor theory of total value

- 9 of national product.
of relative priceG.

12

Labor is the orir;in of total value, not the determinant
Once the r:iacro nature of e~~ploitation i:J accepted and

the origin of total surplus value made clear, then the micro question of how
individual capitalists Dha;:-e in the total surplus can be c::plained by the
usual market econor.iic theory based on profit maximization and competition.
Since competition equalizes the rate of return on capital in alternative uses,
the diviGion of the total :Jurplus ar.1ong capitalists in proportional to the
ownership of capital.

Lil~e one larr;e "joint stock company" the capitalists

share the total prof it or surplus in proportion to the number of shareD of
steel~ they oun.

13

The notion that the total national product belongD to labor and none
to property is a norr:iativc proposition.

But so is any stateraent about the

proper way to distribute national product.

The relevant question in,

whose normative claim is ntronger, that of labor or that of property?
Keynes put the i::;nuc very we 11.
"It is much preferable to spca:: of capital as having a yield over the
course of it::; life in C}~cess of its orir;inal cont, than as being productive.
For the only reason i-Jhy an asset offers a prospect of yielding durinr; its life
services havinl} an ar;r;rcgate value r;:reater than its initial ::;upply price is
because it is scarce; and it is l:cpt scarce because of the competition of the
rate of interest on r:ioney.
If capital becomes less scarce, the cxccns yield
will diminish, without its havinr; become less productive -- at leant in the
physical sense.

I sympnthize, therefore, i-1ith the pre-classical doctrine that everything
is produced by labor, aided by what uncd to be called art and is now called
technique, by natural resources \1hich are free of cost a rent eccording to
their scarcity or abundance, and by the renults of past labor, embodied in
assets, which also command a price accordinr; to their scarcity or abundance.
It in prefe~able to regard labor, includinc, of course, the personal services
of the entrepreneur nnd his asnistants, an the sole factor of production,
operating in a Given environment of technique, natural resource □, capital
equipment and effective der.iand. 11 ll} (::cynes' emphasis).

- 10 ed by labor .
All value is produ ced by labor , but is not receiv
ciatio n, i.e. surplu s
Prope rty gets an unear ned incom e in e:~cc:::.:::. of depre
value .

effic ient
A scarc ity price on land and capit al (nece ssary for

produ ct to owner nhip.
alloc ation ) is taken to justi fy a share of natio nal
of the
By indul ging in comr:ioclity fetish ism and speal~ ing

11

produ ctivit y

11

15

of land

y" to the act of e:(plo itatio n.
and capit al, we rcify and lend an air of ,iobje ctivit
eJ~ist s a surpl us
But no e::plo itatio n can occur unle:::.s there first
g class .
above subsi stenc e to be appro priate d by the ownin

The capit alists

it is longe r than the
set the lengt h of the uorki ng day and see to it that
labor 's subsi stenc e.*
socia lly neces sary labor time requi red to produ ce
the lengt h of the worl:i ng day
What is cruci a 1 to e::plo itatio n the ref ore is
and the meani n[; of
No

G pccia l

1

isubs istenc e

11

•

ng day.
proble ms arc prese nted by the lengt h of the wo:rld

union s) and is :::.anc tified
It is deter nined by the capit alists (befo re labor
by long custo n.

a socio Neve rthele ss, in spite of its great impor tance as

has c.ever been adequ ately
econo mic varia ble, the lengt h of the ,10:rl:i ng day
handl ed by Gtand ard econo mic theor y.

The usual Cruso e-like model is that

ty of the wage with
of the indiv idual labor er equat ing the r:i.ar3 inal utili
the margi nal disut ility of an extra hour':::. ,var!~.

This visio n assum es that

may be true for
the labor er Gets the lengt h of the worki n~ day, which
of produ ction, but
indep enden t farrae rr; and artisa ns ,1ho own their means
e, as a resul t of
If the worl:in :3 class receiv es r.1ore than subsi stenc
still be effec ted
govern ment interv entio n, then the appro priati on could
n credi t which is spent
throug h the finan cial syste c: the capit alir;t s obtai
lat ion, ,1hich force s the sa laricd worl~i ng
on inves tment s, ,-1hich cause s inf
11
s create d in this l1ay belon g
class to consum e less or "save • But t'.1e new asset
saved .
to the capit alist ,1ho borrow ed, not the ,mrl~e r ivho
'/(

- 11 -

which is patently fal::;c as a general rule in an industrial society.

16

Even

with trade unions the length of the worl~in:::; day is a datum to the individual,

But

even though it may be collectively influenced by him through his union.

to recognize this constraint on the laborer in formal theory would not only
foul up the mathematical symmetry with the theory of consumer choice, but
would also encourace the return of the c:rnrcised ghost of exploitation.
The other part of the concept of e:::ploitation, the notion of

..,

11

subsistence 11 , is more problematic.

Subsistence defies precise definition

even if we confine ourselves to physiolo3y and omit what Har::: called the
"moral and historical II element.

Do ,-1e mean by subsistence just enou13h

"nourishment II to maintain the "basal:, metabolism (or brain waves, or heartbeat?) of an "averc1r;e 11 person in a state of "complete" rest at
Obviously not.

11

room" temperature?

But in spite of this lact of precision inherent in the concept

of subsistence ,~e can define certain ma:::imum and minimum limits from a
functional viewpoint.

Specifically subsistence is enough to keep all

physiological processes, including re production, functioning at their full
capacity, but not enough to permit accumulation by the wor1::in:::; class.

Human

machinery is not limited in any of its £unctions by lack of material necessities,
given the general state of the arts, of medical 1::nowledge, and the p:::evailing
standards of public health.

Any definition of subsistence permittini3 lens

than full use of physiological capacity becomes arbitrary -- uhere do you
draw the line?

The absolute condition of the worker may improve with the

state of the artn (the moral and historical. clement) but it munt never be
sufficient to allow the worker to accumulate, lest he become a capitalist.
Subsistence is limited, on the one hand, by the necessity of keeping the
laborer from perishing, and on the other hand by the neces::iity of keeping

- 12

him from "perishing 1' out of the laborin3 claa::. into the capitalist cla::.s.
Occassionally a Horkcr will starve and occassionally a worker will rise out
of the proletariat, but on the average a cubsistencc wage, by definition,
serves to bloc!~ both c;~ists.

In sum, a cubsistence wage is one ,~hich keeps

the averace \-Jorl~cr and his family in the worl~ing class.
The above interpretation of subsictence differs from rricardo's
"natural price of labor II which is

11

that price necessary to enable the

laborers, one with another, to subsiat and to perpetuate their race, without
. t.ion. "l 7
.
. I
or d.iminu
increaae
e1t1er

(iiy eraphasis.)

This may be the proper

concept from the viewpoint of a strict labor theory of relative priceo, but
we have discarded that, and empirically this view docs not oquarc very well
with the fact of a growing population of laborers.

Furthermore, Har;{ seems

to have had in mind something nearer to the concept juot advocated:
"The labor-power withdrawn from the market by wear and tea ..· and death,
must be continually replaced by, at the very least, an equal amount of fresh
labor- power. Hence the sum of the means of subsistence necessary for the
production of labo:.·-power must include the means necessary for the laborers
substitutes, i.e. his children, in order that this race of peculiar commodity
owners may perpetuate its appearance. 11 18 (Hy emphasis).
For Har~:: to define subsistence in the manner of Ricardo as limiting
reproduction to an avera3e of two surviving children per worl~er, would be to
admit 1-Ialthus throu:3:1 the front door.

But if subsistence permit::; reproduction

in excess of replaccnent, as Harx clearly intends, then we have a whole new
dimension of clasc e:~ploitation.

Dur in[; i ta lifetime a cohort of laborers

produces a surplus product over and above the equivalent of its maintenance,
which accrues to the capitalist class.
factory.

The locus of exploitaticm is the

But durin~ its lifetime the cohort of laborers also reproduces

a surplus over and above its o,vn replacement.

The locus of exploitation is

- 13 -

the worker's home.

It is a brute fact that a wcll-r.1aintained human organism

can produce more than its maintenance over a normal wo:,:l~ing li:fctirnc, and
reproduce more than its replacement ovc= a normal reproductive lifetime.
These extra worl~ers, as Marx observes in a different conte;~t, ''belong to

1119
1 1atter h a d b re d it
· at its
·
capita 1 quite as a b so 1ute 1y as 1. f t1c
own cost.
Thus labor is not only a goose which lays golden eggs for the capitalist
but also hatches a larger population of new neese which lay golden e9gs.

This

Malthusian dir:iension of exploitation is not made m~plicit in Mar:~, but it
is implicit in his overall theory, as William Petersen has clearly perceived,
"If NarJ~ freed r.icardo 's theory of the effect of capital growth on
employment from a 'fatal dependence on the Halthusian population doi:;r.ia' as
Sweezy declares, this 'great accomplishment' ~_at the cost of taking the
es sense of i:falthuoianisr:i for ~!_~tnted. In the 1930 1 s demographers generally
forecast that the population of the Hest would soon decline, but for Marx this
was not even a hypothetical contingency. In this respect his usual historicil
perspective failed him: he too~ the rapid population i~creaie typical of the
nineteenth century ao the norm end bttilt his system arour.d it -- and without
even so imperfect a theory as H.Jlthus 's principle to account for this increase.
If the population were to decline at the same rate as machineo displaced workers,
then there would be no industrial reoerve army, no 'irnmizeratio.n 1 , no Harxist
model altogether. Such an e~~treme e::rnr:iple illustrates strikingly how completely
dependent Har:i-:: 's system can be on the unan;;1lyzed varial:-J3 of p,Jpulation growth,
and thio dependence e::::ists to Ot'.2 de5;ree o,~ -:-inother, nc matter what the rote of
,__ • ,
growth . :,20 (.,,·I
1·y cr.-:r,.,as1s/.
Harx docs scc.:n to recogrize this depcr,dencr, without, however, analyzing
its full import.

For ex~mple;

'~he consumption of labor power by capital is, besides, so rapid that
the laborer, half-~·my through his life, has already more er leso completely
lived himself out. Ile falls ir.to the :~anks of tl.--.e supernumernries, or is
thrust down from a higher to a lower otep in the :.;e;ale. It is precinely among
the workers of modern industry that we meet ,-7~. th the sh'.n·test duration of life.
---In order to conform to these circumotanccs, the absolu~e increase in
this section of the proletariat must tc1l:e place ur:.der conditions that shall
swell their numbers, although the individual elements are used up rapidly.
Hence rapid renewal of the gene;:-ationo of laborers (this law doen not hold
for the other clasocs of the population). This social need is met by early
marriages, a necessary consequence .::>f the conditions in which the laborers
of modern industry live, and by the premium that the exploitetion of children
sets on their productior.." (Ca p:Ltal Vol. I, Chapter XXV, Section Lf, p. 318,
University of Chicaco Great Books Edition.)

''The reproduction of a mass of labor-power which must ineccssantly
reincorporate itself uith capital for that capital's self-expansion; which
cannot r;et free fror.1 capital, and whose enslavement to capital i:::: only
concealed by the variety of individual capitalists to whom it sell::: itself,
this reproduction of labor-power forms, in fact, an essential of t!1e rcproduc£ion
of capital itself. Accumulation of capital is increase of the proletariat. 112 ·
The last sentence in the above quotation can be better understood by
recalling that in l!ar::'s model of "c:~panded reproduction" {i.e. capital
accumulation), the increment in surplus value is divided by the capitalists
into increments in variable capital and increments in constant capital.

In

making this division tl1e capitalist decides not only the rate of accumulation
of physical capital, but also how r.iany worl~ers will be permanently added to
the proletariat.

Doth the physical stocl: of capital and the live stock of

proletarians have their increase financed out of exploited surplus value.
But the working class proi:;eny in c:-::cess of what can be permanently maintained
by the increment in variable capital enter the reserve army and perform the
service of holdin:3 wa~es down to subsistence.

They also serve \Jho only stand

and starve.
It is a curious thin[; that l-Iarx and his followers have underntated in
one importnnt respect the true extent of clasn exploitation under capitalism
in order to divert attention (consciously or instinctively) from any Halthusian
or neo-Ifalthusian alternative to "inevitable" revolution as a cure for poverty.
The neo-Halthusian alternative is particularly distasteful to Harxists since
it is a means whereby the wor~,er can improve his situation by individual action,
without appeal to class solidarity.

And even if neo-Halthusianism were

accompanied by class solidarity, e.g. a creve de ventres to raise waces, it
would strengthen rather than abolish the ua:;e system.

Clearly Ha lthus is

ideologically inconvenient, and it was nore than just an "aberration" on

- 15 Harx 's part not to adnit that "a rapid r;rowth of populatio n is deleterio us to
the interest::; of the worldng clasG.

11

tut lor;ically (as both Joan r.obinson and

William Petersen have ntated) Hal thus cannot be eotten rid of.

If you define

suboisten ce in a stri,:;t labor theory of prices sense (Ricardo) , you have
wages limitine; worl~ine class populatio n, which in 11althus through the front

door.

If you allow subsisten ce to include reproduct ion in e:::cess of replace

ment (Marx), you have Hal thus through the bacl: door, i.e. a new dimension of
11

what might variously be terr.1ed

11

livcsto:::l: n,

Nalthusia n 11 or

r.oman 11 e~::ploita tion

11

in which the net incrcane in the herd of laborers is an increase in the
1
capitalist -herdsr.1a n s real wealth.

If employed the new laborer::; increase the

capitalis ts' ,rnalth directly, if uner:iploye d the same effect in provided indirectly by holdine down wages.

The capitalis t pays nothing for the services

of the reserve army in holding down wages, and consequen tly these reserves
continual ly die of ff but no matter, they arc continual ly re placed, gr a tic.'
The effect of admit tine Ha lthus is to strengthe n the thcoi:'y of c lasn
exploitat ion.

Nor is

1

It is even

1'.oman exploitat ion'' lir.1itcd to capitalism .

more apparent under slavery.

The r:iorc s laven the richer the owner.

It is usually cheaper to capture

ancient r..omans clearly understoo d this.

s laveo than to propagate them, but the latter method was used.
feudalism , J. J. S pcngler has observed that,
booster, then a lord, found in his serf:::

The

1

11

23

r.cgarding

in the Hiddle Age::; the populatio n

goodly 'litters' as t[1ey ,.ere then

plainly desicnate d, a source of 'surplus value'.

11

24-

Capitalism , particula rly

when dominated by nationali st or rnercanti list philosoph ies, is no cxception .

25

Furthermo re the ~oman or lfulthusia n dimension of exploitat ion is intensifi ed
as contracep tion is adopted by the upper class (beginnin g in the middle of the
nineteent h century), but spreads very clowly, if at all, to the workinB class.

22
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- 16 A capitalict monopoly on the r.teans of production becomes coupled with a
simultaneous monopoly on the means of limiting reproduction.

Ily withholding

contraception from the worl~ing class, while at the same time limitin3 it::; own
numbers, the capitalist class shares the e:~ploited surplus amonr; fewer people.
The peroonal distribution of income becomcc even more concentrated.
This second monopoly has often been observed, but seldom 3iven the
attention it merits.

For e::.anple 1-Iar:;aret Sanger (Hy Fight for Birth Control)

tells of poor women bem;ing her to tell them the secret of the rich for having
few children.

The bitter opposition to lk:::. Sanger's efforts to break the

monoply is a matter of record.

Lil~c,-1isc in Enr;land before the Brad laugh-Besant

trail in 107G, in reference to which period A.

n. Wolfe states:

"Church and State were deter::1incd that contra cc ptive information should
be withheld fron the uomen of the lo,1c;: clas:::es, whose unremittinc labor was
essential to the development of Briti:::h e:~port trade. I:.efucal of the right to
this information implied, of course, that people were not to be permitted to
put any rational barrier between lec;itimatc sex impluse and it::; 'natural'
outcome in hir;h natality. The se::: des ire was made the a3ency of involuntary
maternity and put into the service of the ctate and of capitalistic industry,
with a callous brutality which even the =:r:iperor Augustus had not ventured to
1126
employ in his far:ious Le:: Papia ct Poppoca.
Ho~c recently, and in simpler more direct term~ the diary of a
semi-literate Drazilian slum-dueller records:
"In the morning the priest came to say Nass. Yesterday he came in
the church car and told the favelados that they must have children. I
thought: why ia it that the poor have to have children -- is it that the
children of the poor have to be workera?
"In my hur:ible opinion uho should have children are the rich, who
could give brick houses to their children. And they could cat ,-,hat they
wanted."
•~~hen the church car comes to the favela, then all sorts of arguments
start about religion. The women said that the priest told them that they
should have children and when they needed bread they could io to the church
and get some. 11
•~or Senhor Priest the children of the poor arc raised only on
11
(Carolina Ilaria de Jci;us,
bread. They don't uear clot hes or need shces.

- 17 a diary entitled Child of the Dark, New York, Signet Boo~c 1962 pp. 121-22.
Originally publiched in Portuguese ac ;uarto de Despejo by Livraria Francisco
Alves, 1%0.)
Readers of Gulliver's Travel::; raay recall how Jonathan Swift ma::es the
same point in describing the remarkable Uouynhnras.
11

When the matron IIouynlmmc have produced one of each se:: they no longer
accompany with thei:- consorto e::cept they lose one of their iccue by oome
casualty, which very celdoLl happens: but in such a case they meet again; or
when the lil~e accident befalls a pe::-:::on whose uife ic pact bearinc, some other
couple bestows on bin one of their o,-m colts, and then co together a second
time, until the raotlier be pregnant. Thie caution is necessary to !:eep the
country from beinr; overburthened ,-1it:1 nur:ibe:.:-s. But the race of inferior
Houynhnmc bred up to be servahts, is not so strictly limited upon this
article; these arc allorn~d to produce three of each oex, to be doo.esticl:s
in the noble far:iilies. 11 (Gulliver's Travels, Part IV, Chapter VIII, r,. 166,
University of Chica30 Great nool~s Edition.)
Swift's superior Houynhnms believed in zero population growth as
a rational principle.

But at the sane tine the presumption or fact of inferiority

for a sub-class of Uouynhnms led the superior ones to practice •~onan
e,~ploitation 11 •

Once the c:;:istence of an inferior servant clacs is postulated,

the came enlichtened self-interect that leads the ruling clasa to limit its
own numbers, also leads then to favor the increase of the herd of servants.
For llar:::, not only would birth control reduce the rate of inflow into
the labor force and the reserve a:rmy, but it night alao increase the rate
of outflow fror.1 t!1e proletariat into the petty bourgeoisie, as wor~:ero i-1ith
few children r:1ig'.1t ber;in to accumulate a small capital.

But the proletarians

are the gl:'avc-discers of capitalism and it will not do to have fewer of them,
nor to have individual prolctar ians improvinr; their lot by individualict actions,
thereby wea:~cning the collectivist colidarity of the founders of the neu order.
Har:K 's historicist contcr,1pt for individual welfare, i-1hich often dominates

his humanitarian side, is evident in the quotation below:

- lG -

"Those who assert, as r..icardo '::; senti □ental opponents have done, that
production as such is not the end, forcet thnt production for the :::.al~c of
production r,1erely r.1can::. the development of hur:wn productive power, that is,
the developr.1ent of the wealth of the ilunan race as an end in itcclf. If, as
Sismondi docn, one sctn up the welfare of the individual in oppo::;ition to
this end, this is tantaraount to asncrtinc that the development of the species
must be checl~ed in order to innure the welfare of the individual -- for cxaraple,
that wars should neve:::- be waged, since individuals arc nccennarily destroyed in
them. Sismondi ic rict1t only as acainst tho::;c ccononists who ~loss over this
antithesis 01.· deny it. Uhat is not undcr-ntood is that the devc lop □ent of the
capabiiiticc of the :::.pecies Efil!, althouch it procccdn at first at the c:~pense
of the najority of hur.ian individual:::. nnd of certain human cla:::.scs, ucll eventually
brcal~ throuch this antaeonisr.1 and coincide uitb the development of t11c individual
person, and that therefore the hii:;her development of individuality can only be
11
purchased throu3ll a historical procelJG in which individual:J arc sacrificed. 27
(Harx 's cophasis.)
Han~~ind nuct be purified in the antar;onistic firen of pu:::r;atory before
rcachinr; the harmonious bliss of heaven!

Hou nice to be born after the

purgatorial phase, hou unfortunate to be born before.'

In sumna:::y, although there is an idcolor;ical conflict between llarJ: and
1-Ialthus in tc:-ns 0£ p;:omotiOC a single revolutionary cure for poverty, there
is no lor;ical
exploitation.

inco □ patibility

,-,hat::iocve;..· in terms of eJ~plaininr; poverty and

To arrive at a rca:::.onablc union of the two, one need only

discard i.lar::: ':::. cr::oncou:::; labor theory of relative prices, and subsitute a
labor theory of total value of national product, and add the i:-Ialthusian
dimension of I'..onan o-r livectoc~~ e::~loitation.

To c:::plain poverty, which is

low per capita inconc, }, we have the i.Iar::ian (and classical) t:?:"adition c::plaining
class differe.nccs in the numerator as resulting nainly fror:1 ownership of the
means of production. In addition

i·JC

have the 1·1althusian and neo-lialthusian

tradition e::plaininc class difference:::; in the denominator as re:::.ultinr; from
practice versus non-practice of contraception, or o,mcrship versus non-ownership of the

□cans

of limiting reproduction.

The

11

means of limitin13 reproduction 11

includes not only contraceptive l~nowlcd2;c and device::., but alco t:1e

minimum of

education and notivation neces:::.a:ry :::Or their effective use -- just as by

- 19 "mean::: of production'' ,vc mean not only raachincc, but alno the technical and
managerial ,,ill and ability to use

the □.

Could not thin simple union of the

two hii:;torically dor:iinant theoriea of poverty be made to yield a more useful
and informative set of catecorics than we prcacntly have?

This i::: the topj.c

of Section IV belou.
IV.

:::omc Lo;:;ical Categoric:.,

He l's ve defined poverty a::: a low
a

11

clasc 11 •

~

I □ plicd

by the liar:.dan - llalthudan View. -

for a cla:.,c; but a::; yet uc have not defined

Our definition of "cla:::s" is not in

ter □s

of numerical ::;ize of

per capita incor.1c, so that all mer.iber:., of the clasc \•;ould be homo~eneouc uith
respect to oize, but rather in terms of underlyinn social charactc:.·i:Jtics
(differential propc:.·ty owncrchip and differential fertility) which lareely
determine the size of!.

Our recultinn catecorie:::, homoneneou::; with rccpcct to

.L

fertility and !)roperty ownership, uill contain varying levclc of per capita
income, but thc:.,e diffcrin:3 per capita income levclc are not the result of
differential property or fertility (~:ccpt at a narrow within-catecory level),
and arc dcterr:iinecl by chance diffcrencec in intelli13cnce, opportunity,

,

.....

preference, etc.
distributed much

IIence within catccoriec

□ore

\-JC

would e:.:pect far:iilies to be

normally about a r:1ean per capita incor.1e reprccentative

of that clasc, nincc the factorc mainly responciblc for nkewnecc, differential
property and fertility, have been held :::o nctant.

Ily followin:; the ioplications

of the previou:., section and movin:; fron a monistic to a dualictic conception
of both Y and P, uc can ma~:c a larcc r;ain in within-category hor:io:;eneity at

*Frol':I

a ,1el£a:::-c vici1point the e:.~i:.,tcnce of effective choice i::; more
important than the nuncrical leve 1 of a far.1ily 'G pcrcapita income (the family
may choose hir;h lcicurc or many children in preference to a hir;h per capita
income). Pocseccion ard control the ::1canG of production and the meanc of
limiting reproduction arc ncccscary to mal:c these choices effective.

- 20 ·-

a relatively small cost in teros of rn.ultiplying categories.
The l.klr::ian tradition insists on distinguohinc two kindo of Y -- that
·which noes to laborcro largely as uar;cs, Yu, and that ·which goco to capitalists
largely a::; returns to property, Yp.

llcnce Y = Yw -:- Yp.

These tlJO categories. of

income follol•7 different laws of 3rowth and cnbody the fundarn.cntnl Har::i::;t
criterion for cla::;::; divizion.

Inc one to laborer::: and income to property-owners

are both functionally and ethically different and should not be indiscriminatel y
lumped together.
The nco-Halthu:::ian trndition di::;tincui:::;hc::; t,-10 1:ind::; of P -- tho::;e
who control reproduction, Pc, and tho::;e who do not, Pn.

Hence P = Pc -:- Pn.

The::;e two populations follow diffc::::cnt laus of cro,Jth and erabody the funda
mental neo-lialthusian criterion for class division.

That they really form

two statistically dictinct populntions, at least at an international level,
')

"

has been shown by the previou::;ly cited United Nations' study.-u
distribution of countrie:::; by gross reproduction· rate
bi-modal.

(Gr.r.)

A frequency

is stri!~incly

Developed countries have a GP.It of leas than 2.0, while under

developed countries have a Gr..r.. r;reatcr than 2.0, with alr.io::;t no countries
falling in the dividing range nround 2.0.
unweighted r.1ean

Gr.r.

For high-fertility countries the

wa::: 2. 9l;., while for the low fertility countries it wa::;

1. 41, or less than half a!:l large.

The difference between the

t\10

mcano (1.53)

is over 21 time:. the standard error (0.07), clearly showing that we arc dealing
with two distinct populations, and that the line of distinction is consciously
controlled vcr::;us uncontrolled fertility.

The previously noted fact that, at

the international level, the division of countries by fertility criteria and
the division by wealth o:r level of dcvelopr:icnt criteria tend to coincide, is
highly sicnificant.

)
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The
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class the unstable or transitional bourceoi::;ic, since property can be easily
Or a~ain this croup nay be considered

disoipated by uncontrolled fcrti lity.

:r.ational practice::; of busincas life have not penetrated

"Catholic capitalioton.

the horac and tlicrc is no separation bet,1een se,: and procreation.

Of couroe

fractionalizati on of property nay be counteracted by primogeniture,I entail,
and ,-,ithin-cla::;::; r.1arriagc of properties, but then the entire brunt of do,;-mward
mobility is borne by the younr;cr children.

As Peter La::;lett has noted,

1-le was an acute observer who could recognize that the identity of
wealth with status □cant that a poor □an, even if of gentle birth, r.iir;ht
go do,-m in tile uorld. ----Indeed raany a r;cntlcnan 's son at hin r.iarriar;e
called hioself a yconan, just as the yeoman's son often called hioaelf a
husbandman. /1lthour;h almont unnoticed by the subsequent historian, social
deocent was oor.1etliin::; li!~c an institution of the traditional order in :::ngland.
---The complaint that the social aynten played cuctoo to the superfluous
children in a privele[;ed faoily is far narc often net with in the perennial
----If daughtern predominated amenest
forra of the youn3er lJ1:-ot[1er 'n laoent.
his children, inroads into capital would be raore difficult to resist,
even belo'1 the level of the ::;entry,
because Hitbout dorn:-ies dauc;hters,
.
?9
could not be carried at all.'~
11

( .J"') Yu
Pc·

The conbination of labor incone with controlled fertility is

also o middle class cbaracteriGtic.
laborer::;.

This r;roup could be called peo-Halthuoian

r.ational occountinr; was adorted in the hor.1c, but since the ,1orl~er

had no capital to manar;e, we cannot speot of habits of business rationality
being directly transferred to the hor:.1e.

Thi::; cla::;s could also be characterized

as the unstable or t=ansitional proletariat, since fertility linitation might
mal~e possible the accur:.1ulation of a :::moll capital.

Thie i::: the class uhich has

received most attention in sociolo3ical theories of clacs nobility, c3. the
-.r.

Dumont-Ban::s raodcl. .:u

Accordin2 to this vieu there is a two-,,ay cau:::ality

between fertility linitation and sociol ;;i::;ccnt.
leads to fertility control, because
encumbered by bar;c;a:.:;c.

11

11

The desire to rise socially

it is necessm·y to run fast and rtot be

So fertility control proraotes social mobility.

But if the.:e were no chance to rise in tl1e uo:::-ld there would be no r:i.otive
.~L1.·e~- .Lr.o·,.· -~oc1.·a1 nobility promote fertility
to control fertility, co Opportunl.
.
control.

A typical cacc representat ive of thic important clacc ic the Ecyptian

3uide cited by Alfred Sauvy.

31

"One day (although he had no idea that I was a demographer ), he suddenly
told our group:
'you see I have two children and I am quite resolved not to
have any more~ On being pressed further he added:
'I was born in a peasant
house no better than the one I showed you yesterday (a real hovel). I will
also show you my present house, which iG made of stone. It is not lu,.:urious
but I can live in it, have light in it and my books. How did I get to that
point? A little luc:: perhaps and a r:;reat deal of work.
I learnt ancient
history, Zng.lish, French , and I am noH learning Italian. I intend to give my
children a similar education, so that they will not fall bacl~ to my earlier
level and my previous house. For this, I have calculated, I cannot have more
than two."
As we were listening to him with the ~reatest attention, he forestalled
an imminent question by adding:
'I am a good Nosler.1 and visit the mosque every
day to pray'.
Thie r:ian, both simple and civilized, was uttering one by one the very
words on which a ubole doctrine of cont:::-acepti on may be built, words that more
or lesr. give the l;:ey to economic development and the answer to ove:;:popula tion".
A similar insight is e~.:prcssed by

r..

A. Fisher, and ::iurnmarizcd by

J. B. S. Haldane in tbe followins words.
11

----in our e:.:isting economic cystem, apart from luck, there are two
ways of rioin13 in the economic scale; one i::; by ability, and the otl1cr by
infertility . It is clear that of two equally able r.ien -- the one with a
single child, and t:1e other with ei3ht children -- the one with a sinele
child will be nore lil~ely to rise in the social scale. He may, for e:-;ample,
be able to save r.1oncy and buy a small shop, and later to become relatively
rich. Fisher pointc out that this wac by no mean::, so in the pa::it, when a
large family nicht be an asset to an artisan workin3 at a trade in his own
house. There is no question that people tend to marry in their own economic
class. In the richer classes accordin::; to Fisher, you have a concentrati on
at the same time of genes making for bi[;h ability and genes mal~inr; for
infertility . 11 (Heredity and Politics, New York, W. H. Norton and Co., 1938,
p. 130).
For our purpoocs the important point is not the questionabl e eueenics,
but the obvious euthenic point that apart from luck and ability (i.e. property
or priveleee in the broad sense), the only other Hay to rise in the ::,ocial scale
is through infertility .

(4)

Yw
Pn'

The combination of labor income and uncontrolled fertility

is characteristic of the lower class, which we may also refer to aG the Classical
Malthusian l'i:oletariat.

Alternatively, it could be deGignated the stable

proletariat, since there ic little chance of accumulation out of a labor income
if fertility is not controlled.

Or conversely, there is little motive to

control fertility if there is no chance of rising out of the proletariat.
To the extent that there is a hi3h positive correlation between
high income of the propertied class and the practice of fertility control,
and a corres pondi03ly high correlation bct,-1een the low income of the laboring
class and non-control of fertility -- then the middle class or unstable catesories
(2) and (3) become enpty boxes.

ThiG would leave only categoricc (1) and (l~),

whose basic stability ,,ould be enhanced by the absence of any middle class
to serve as
and habitc,

a

comnunications bridge for facilitating the trander of information

For many areac of the uorld, with great disparities in wealth and

little or no middle class, this dual classification of per capita income fits
the facts quite well.

Likewise at an international level, the previously cited

United Nations study bas shown that wealthy countries have low birth rates and
poor countries have high birth rates.

The intermediate categories arc almost

empty, and there iG no significant correlation within each bloc -- suggesting
the threshold hypothesis previounly diocusced.
We may take these four logical typeo of per capita income and apply
them to disacgregating the meaningless average of per capita gronc national
product, as done succinctly in the formula below.

+

aL:.

- '.25 The superocripts are neceooary to remind us that in moving from a
logical typolocy to a mutually excluaive disag3regation we have four crooo
clasoification::; of bot..h, Y and P.

Thus Ye in income received by those of the
p

propertied class who control fertility,

Y; beinr;

owners who do not control fertility, etc.

the income going to property

The g_'s represent tbe percentage of
y
avera"e
Thus the weiRhted
(., -p
~

the total population belon3ing to each class.

tells us ,..,hat iG the per capita income of the "average peroon".
for the

Alternatively,

2- ,~eight::; ue could sub:::titute Q. wei:;htD with the !2,'s defined as the

percentage of total income going to each class.

The weighted avcrar;e

~

,..,ould

then be the pe.:- capita income size to uhich the "averagedollar" belonr;ed.
Knowing the valueo of the four per capita incor.ies, their rates of ::;ro,-1th, the
values and rates of chance of the £1.. 'o and b 's would give us a vastly more
complete, and yet succinct, description of an economy.

Knowing only the

value of~ and its rate of change tells ua very little since it ia consistent
with infinitely many combinations of the variables on the right-hand aide.
The numbe;:- on the left has no social content.

The right-hand cide has a

great deal of social content, and fo;:-cen the consideration of thia aocial
content in the articulation of national goaln.

For example, instead of the

vague goal of "raaximizc per capita GNP", we would be obliged to ::;ay something
about compoaition -- e.::;. ma:~irnize

~

subject to the condition that al, decrease

over time; o;:- ma::i □ize a , subject to the condition and Y/P not decreace; or
1
somcthinr; Girailar.

In fact, we may uac the typology to define more adequately

11
II
such dialectica 1 notion::; as "dcve lopment and "over population •

in thiG view is a two-dimensional concept:

Development,

one dimension is an increase in

Y/P; the other i::; an increase in a 1 and a dccreace in a,r with a 2 and a 3
serving as transitional Gta~cs in the transfer.

Transferring people from

- 26;.

category 4 to catecory 1 seems a more fundamen tal process of developme nt than
the usual income rcdistribu tior._' pract-ice of transferr ing income fror.1 category 1
to category

l;

(i.e. raisine b 4_ and lowcri.ne b 1), while leavin3 untouched

the undcrlyin c social forceo which generated the claos income inequalit ies
in the first place.

At an individua l level the movement from cate::;ory l} to

category 1 repre::ient s an increasin g participa tion in both the creation of
and the control over the economic surplua, thus increasin g the ranr;e of choice
of each f ar:iily.

"Overpop ulation", a notoriouG ly-difficu lt to define concept,

may be vie,-1ed siraply as dependent on t!w size of al, -- i.e. a large a l, is
indicativ e of overpopu lation.
Hhile this four-fold classific ation is an improveme nt over the usual
single per capita GN? measure, it sti 11 sharcc some of the wea!:ncase a of the
In particula r the i: lm,; nature of the income concept leads to serious

latter.

anomalieo when ta::en as an indc;~ of uelfare, ao it invariabl y is.

Boulding

noted aomc time a~o, apparentl y without bein;:; heard by anyone, that,
The1.·e is a very general aasumptio n in economic::; that incor.i.e (or out-go)
is the proper r.i.casurc of economic welfare, and that the more incor.1c and out-go
we have,the better. In fact, almcst the reverse ia the case. Income consi::its
of the value of p:-oductio n: out-go iG the value of consumpti on. :r.oth incor.1e
and out-30 arc processes involved in the maintenan ce and e;{pansion of the
capital stoc~. I shall argue that it is the capital ::;tock from which we
derive oatisfact iona, not from the additions to it (productio n) or the
subt~acti ons from it (consump tion): that consumpti on, far from bein;:; a
desideratu m, is a deplorabl e property of capital stock \lhich necessita tes
1
the equally deplorabl e activitie s of productio n: and that the object .ve
of economic policy should not be to ma;:imize consumpti on or productio n, but
rather to minimize it, i.e. to enable us to maintain our capital stock with
as little consu□ ption or productio n as possible. It is not the increase of
productio n or consumpti on which mal~c us rich, but the increase in capital,
and any invention whic'.1 enables us to enjoy a given capital stocl: with a
smaller amount of consumpti on and productio n, out-go or income, is so much
gain. n32
11

Thus a more ncaninr;fu l -.:-atio would seem to be capital ctocl~ to populatio n
--i.e. to redefine the Y's as wealth r.stber than income, maintaini ng the same

- :. 7 and Q. Heigh ts.
catego ries, uith the appro priate redefi nition s of the§.

The

lized value of the
wealth of the laborin r; class uould be r.1ainly the capita
labore r himse lf, and his househ old 3oods.
ined by
Both the stocl~ of \lealth and th~ stocl~ of people arc determ
when the former
birth (produ ction) and deaths (con::; umptio n), and both grow

exceed s the latte:.- .

A given equili brium ::;tocl~ can be mainta ined with a high

rate of throu3 hput (incom e= out-r;o ) or a lou rate.

In the caac of a human

since the averac e ase
popula tion most people prefer a low rate of throu13 hput,
at death is t:1e ::ccipr ocal of the rate of throu3 hput.

Birth and death rate of

if ,-1e ,,ant to live
40/100 0 annua lly imply a life e:~pec tancy of only 25 years;
50 years

\-JC

must reduce the rate of tl1rou3 hput to 20/100 0 annua lly.

Lil~ew ise

l stod~, the less
the larger the rate of throuc hput which oainta ins the capita
l at
the durab ility o-::- the shorte:: :-·· the averac c ace of capita

death 11 •

11

Even

sin!~ or duopin c cround
if we had an infini te source of inputs and nn infini te
for final output s,

hput
(uastc ), it would still mal~c little sense to use throug

rather than stocl~ nc an inde:: of welfar e.

It is positi vely pervcri :ie when we

a.:e finite and
recor; nizc that our i::ource s of raw r.i.ate::-iali::, fossil fuels, etc.
water arc also
rapidl y dccrca cin~, and that our dumpin c cround s of air and
33 r11
. 1 fl
. n on pI1ys1.ca
· ows.? The
1.xat1.o
1, 1y t l1c f'
. ·
1. 1.nr; up ra pi·c11 y.
and a.:c :.:r•11·
f 1.n1.tc
of the life proces s,
ultima te physic al output of the econor. 1ic procca s, like that
ii:i waste.

aterial flow
The satisf action of want5, or paychi c income , is a non-m

which is propo rtiona l to the size of stocka ,

He cannot measur e psychi c income ,

io the better
so ,-1hich · physic al 1:1agni tudc, capita l otocl: or incorac flow,
surrog ate?

The i::toc!: of capita l, of cou.:cc .

attent ion on the questi on of distri bution .

nut thii:: ,JOuld focus too much
Hhat about all the people lJho

?
own no part of the stoc~ of wealth , cave their own bodies

But everyo ne

- 28 receives a f lOl-J of income -- call it ua~c, rent, interest or prof it, but it
is still incooe, and ,-,c can construct r.1ariinal productiv ity tlleories to show
hoi-1

11

fair 11 the division of the flo,1 of income is.

This could hardly be done

if we were to :i.-cplace the flo,i of incor:ie by the stock of wealth a::: the
central concept.

True, income ii. needed to replace and e:~pand the stock of

wealth, and one person may increase his ctocl: above anothe.: 's by worl:ing harder.
Dut the addition::; to the total stoc:: over one ceneratio n arc marcinal, and for
the most pa~t the dintribut ion of ctoc:: ownership in a matter of lucl~y
inheritan ce,

But since the flow of aclclitionn and substract ionn to the stock

are influence d by differen tial effort, all the more temptatio n to forcus on
income.

This

11

11
:f:loH fctishicr.1 of standard economics i::: very much li!:c Har,r 's

11
"commodit y fctisi1iso

--

it is a habit of thou:3ht which shifts attention away

from social rclationc and on to technical :relations .

Certainly in crcat

measure the depletion and pollution of our environme nt is the direct result of
11
this "flou fcti:::l1icr.1 •

llost crout!:1 model::: in the contcr.1po rary literatur e trace the path of
ae&rccatc Y/P acco~dinc to various ascunptio ns, and arc quite incapable of
distinguis hin:3 ar.1on:3 the infinitel y many conbinatio n::i on the ri3ht-han d side

of the equation \vhich nay corren pond to any :::in3lc number on the left-hand
side.

The tacit pre::;ur:ipt ion, if thcoe nodel::i arc to be included in the

economist: :; tool ::it rather than in [1i::i toy box, is that the four averace

per capita in:::or.icc incrca:::c more or lc::ic proportio nately.
important element of change is bcin3
Brazil, the laq;cst

j)OO:r

area int

:1e

o□ittcd.

If not, then an:

A case in point i::; Northeast

Hectcrn Hemispher e, ,-,hich hac had

an annual 3rowth rate in per capita income of around 3.4% in recent years.
But almost all of this ::;routh ha:::· ta::en place in the per capita income

- 29 of categories l)with that of categ6ry 4 remaining constant at best~
perhaps even dccrcasin::;. ~•,

At the sar.1e tir.1e al;. haa been increaainc and a

1

Conventional r;rowth r.1odela thus leave out the moot important

diminiahinr;!

feature of economic chance in thia rc::;ion.

The four-fold typolor;y eaaily

encompasses botl1 even and uneven r;ro,ith and ia sensitive to the differences
between then.

If one rejects tbis four-fold disa:33re3ation of per capita income, one
mu::;t do it on one of t,vo grounds:

(1) that disacr;regation is not necessary,

in which case it mu:,t be argued that even eroHth of the four per capita
incomes is a rca listic description of t11c procesa of economic 3rowt:1 for

all countries.

This, as just indicated can be refuted; (2) that disacr;regation

is desirable, but that the particular lfur~ian-I~lthusian disacr;reeation here
advocated is not a r;ood one.
a bette-.:- one.

Then, of course, one would be oblir;cd to offer

There may well be a better disar;r;regation, but in the following

section it is a-.:-gucd that the Har::ian-!lalthusian criteria have a very high

degree of universality and deep-rootedness.

V.

The Univeraality and Fundamental Nature of the THO Criteria.

--''The first principle of all human histo-;:-y is, of course, the c::istcnce of
livinc human individuals,

11

we are info::r.1cd by Han;.

Tlle continucc~ e:~istence

of living human individuals is the result of the two lifc-sustaininc rrocesses
of production (to maintain human or:3anisms), and reproduction (to replace human
organisma).
-;':

These tuo processes tbcn arc the most basic in society, and

Sec the author's ?aper, 1Thc Population question in Northeast
Brazil: Its :::conomic and Idcoloc;ical Implications" in Econor.1ic Devc lopmcnt
and :ultural Chanr;c, July 1970.
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differe ntial control over _them gives us the first principle ::: of division
into social cla:::ses .

Product ion provides the means for the short-te rra

m
maintena nce (and enjoyme nt) of life; reprodu ction provides for the lone-ter
continu ation (and enjoyme nt) of lifo.

The basic social unit in the producti ve

process is tllc fi1:n, and in the rcpirodu ctive process the family.

In neither

case is it the individu al who is a lone-run disequil ibriura proceao, i.e.
But tlle firm and the family do not necessa rily die, and may be

he dies.

vic,ied as long-tcr ra cquilibi: -ium p~ocessc s capable of indefin ite ::;elfre placeme nt.
Given the two fundame ntal life proce::.oe s let us note some ways in
which they arc analo2;o us.
commod ities by cor.1r.1od ities.

Product ion is eGsenti ally reprodu ction of
r.eprodu ction i::; the producti on of people by

He have t1.10 nclf-ren ewinz Gets,

people.

people and commod ities, uhich are

depende nt on each other for their self-ren ewal.

Doth processe s require

speciali zation and division of labor, both are time-con surninr;.
term

11

11
gestatio n pc:i:"iocl is widely used in economi cs.

The biologi cal

The first politica l

economi st, Hilliam Petty, could not renist calling land the mother and
labor the father of wealth, and since ea::lies t times the fertilit y of soil
and the fertilit y of woman have been associat ed.

The aggrega te ntocb:, of

people and commod ities both have flow birth (product ion) rates and death
(consum ption) rates, ar;e structur es, and life c::pecta ncies (durabi lities).
From a strictly phy::;ica l point of view the raaintena nce of these tuo stocks
is accompl ished by the same p:roccss:

the importa tion of low entropy

mattcr-e ner:;y from the environm ent, and the c:.:porta tion of the same quantity
of high entropy r:iatte:.:-- encriw (waste) bacl: to the environm ent.~':

.,.
0

See Erwin Schrocd inr;er, Hllat is Life?

Both

- 31 people and comraoditiec are entropy converters, capable of mutually dependent
self-renewal as lone as the supply of low entropy holds out.
The important question fron a cocial viewpoint is:
two processes ancl to what purpose?

Our ::;ocial classes are defined on the

basis of differin2; participation in and
production ancl reproduction.

i,ho controls these

SQ!!il:£1

~

the two procecscs of

Control over production is, under capitalism,

vested in capit.:il, in the broad sen::;e of property.

Ile who owns the means of

production by and la::::;e controls t:1e process of production and directo it
to his own purposes.

Property hires, organizes, and directc labor.

Our

two classec arc laborer::; and propc;:-ty owner::, -- the fundamental Har:~ian
division of cla::;ses.

To,., hat end do capitalists control the procesc?

To

the maximization of their private profit, according to the classical
economists, to I.far::, and to the neo-Cla::;:::;ical cconomist:J.
Control over the reproductive procc::;::, has litewise been vected in the
owners of the mean::; of reproduction -- i.e. under capitalisn in men and women
who own their o,-m bodies.

Under o lave:;:y the control over reproduction wa:::::

still vested in the owner, who was, of course, the na:::::ter, not the slave.
But the

11

control of rcproduction 11 ha:::;)for the majority of manI~ind tbroush

out history~~-; b~en left to the natural consequences of the ~ex urge as
_)

unconsciou::;ly conditioned by ::;ocial custom.

Only cince the middle of the

nineteenth century ha::; there been, and only for a minority, an effective
rational barric:: between the se~;: act and it::; natural outcome in proliferation.
That the decirc for (if not pos:.esaion of)such a rational barrier, i.e.
effective contraception, is a cultural and historical universal has been
admirably der:ionctrate<l by Norman E. Hines in his classic Medical History
of Contraception.

The attainment of thi::; desire i::; relatively recent and
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still limited to a ninority of the world'::; people.

The incompleten ecs

11
of what Himec terr:1ecl the "democratiz ation of contracepti on means that

the ownerc of the neans of reproductio n 2:eally do not control the process
in any rational sense because they do not po::wcss the r.iean::; of lir:iitine
reproductio n.

Thus the fundamental ciitcrion for class division in termn

of control over the p::oce::rn of reproductio n i::; the neo-Halthus ian one of
possession versus non-pos::;esc ion of the r.ieanc of liraitin[; reproductio n.
By "means of limitin3 reproductio n

11

must be understood not only the

posnecsion of contracepti ve device::; and information , but alno the attainment
of a cultural level of self-dincip line and under::itandi n3 sufficient to

motivate their effective use.,._

The latte:: is indeed the r.1ajor problcn.

On the frontispiece of his classic study, Hime::; has the follot-1ing
quotation from Lippcrti

1

~he farther n notion reaches bact into primitive

times for its or-i:::;in, the more univc:;:-:::al must be it:, e::tcnt, and it::: power in
history is rooted in this unive:a:sa lity.

11

It ic to Himec' great creel it to

have cho·wn that, contrary to popular opinion, the desire to control conception
is a cultural and historical unive:::sal -- not a recent product of birth
control propar;anda.

The control of nunbe:rc (effected by abortion and

and infanticide as uell a::; by contraceptio n) is even more unive;:-::;al,
eJ~tending in all probability bacl~ to our pre-human ancestorc.
necessary to arr;ue the univcr::;alit y of property.

It is hardly

Both individual and

collective property holding has been traced bacl~ throu3h human history
'I(

.,Ju::;t ac by 1 'neanc of production" ,ve must understand not only the
possession of mac:!incs, etc., but also the attainment of a cultural awareness
and self-discip line necessary for the::..:- effective use.

.,.,

.:,.:,

-

and into the anir,1al !:ingdon in the instinct of territoriality.
In sum, t:1e deep-rootedness ancl universality of the two crite:..·ia
is apparent.

Can one imacine

□ ore

basic lines of division for defining

social classes than differential control over t~e two basic life processes?
Is it at all surprising that in the hintory of economic thought the t\-1O
great traditions of e::plaining poverty s'.1ould have each seized upon one
of these criteria as providinG the '.:ey to undc:;.·standing and corabattin0
That the two traditons should have been seen as mutually e::clusive

poverty?

substitute::; rather than as cor.iplement::;, does require sor.ie e:tplanation at
the ideolo:3ical level, ancl one was offered in sections II and III.
Just about any real or imacinary society could be classified according
to differ inc coobincJtions of values of the -5! coefficients.

For e;~amrle,

a primitive clc3::wless cociety ia the cacc ,,:1ere a 4 = 1, with a 1 , a 2 , and
a

3

all equal to zero.

The future vision of a developed classless society

is the case where a 1 = 1, Hith a 2 , a 3 , and al;. all equal to zero.
day
a

2

dual societies 11 often correspond to the case where a 1

11

and a

3

both eriual to zero.

VI.

al:.= 1, w;f.th

Or a pre-demographic transition cla::::::: society

might correspond to the case where a 2
to zero.

+

Preccnt

+

aL:. = 1, t'7ith a

1

and a., bot:1 equa 1
.:,

Other possibilities arc easily ima13inctl.
Some ~npirical Connents on the Typology.

A good taxonomy should

ref lcct the force function::; ,,hich r;encrate the differences which oal~c
classification clc::iirable in the first place.
functions:

He have two such force

one opc:ratinG throui;h the differential control of production,

the other throuch the differential cont1·ol of re production.

Good categories

are homogeneouc, c::haustive, and r.mtually e:~culusive -- but to ma!:c reality
"conform" to such :requirements neccnsitates either infinitely many

categoric::;, u:1icl1 of cour:::c defeats t:1e purpose of clas::;ification, or a
certain amount of arbitrary Procustcan fittin~.

Even if one lump::; all

income and all people into one indiscriminate conglome:;:-ation, one still
encounters a ~rcat deal of arbitrarine::;s, aG anyone familiar with national
income accountin~ well !~nous.

Our probler.1 of operational definition

ideally require::; censu::; information on boti1 the practice or r.on-practice
of fertility control, and on the ownership of property by individual
families.

The fact that this information iG not readily available i::;

perhaps not so ou~:1 due to the statistical difficulticG involved as it
is to our ideolo13ical predisposition not to focus on the controversial area
of income distribution.

This is cs pecially so if the explanatory ::mb

categorics have to do with t:1e twin sac:;:-ed co·ws of property and contraception.
Even with minimal data, hoHcvc:::-, the frar:iewor!: can be useful, as already
indicated in the rc:fo:.-encc to Nortlwast tra zil.
Each of the fou:::- per capita incor.ie clazses has its own distribution,
which

a

priori one would e:~pect to be rou~hly normal, since the factors

most responsible for skewness in the overall distribution, differential
property and differential fertility, have been held

11

constant 11

--

also

the within-cate[;ory variance ia much less than that of the overall
distribution.

This leaves mainly random factors, to determine the aha pc s

of the distribution~. The four distributions might generally lo~: as in
the ficure belou.

F

Pt~;

CA;P/TA

//VCo/YI£

C L/!\55
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and the
Class {?,) would have the lowest averac c per capita income
highes t freque ncy.

Class (1) would have the highes t averag e per capita

income and the lO\JeSt freque ncy.

The middle classe s (2) and (3) ,-,ould

e order.
fall in betwee n, perhap s a::; 5ho-t-m above, pc-::haps in revers

The

ence in their
four cla::rne s overla p to some unkno,-m dcr;rce , but the differ
two r:iiddle
means is 5tati:: ;ticall y signif icant, c~~ccpt perhap s for the
add vertic ally the
classe s which r.iay overla p to a consid erable c:;tent . If we
sur:i above
frequc ncic::; oi each curve ,-1hcrc they overla p, and plot that
plus the dotted
(sec dotted line), then the first part of dic:tri bution (l!·)
line, plu::; the second part

o[

of the overa ll distri bution .

distri butio n (1-} give the u::;ual sl~ew :::.hapc
To rw.l::.c the sura of the four

11

normal 11 distri bution s

l assum ptions
form a sr:iooth sl~cw distri butio n would rcq_uir c very specia
about the relati ve nbapc::; and the dcc:::cc of ovcrla ppin3.

nut of course the

to not.
smooth curve::; in both ca sec: arc statis tical a.:tif acts, fitted
so smoo~h scatte r diacram c:.
separa tely

'1.-JC

If we had scatte r diagra □s for the four classe s

could fit four overla ppinG normal curve:: ;, or we could throw

overla p~ and
away inform ation by adding vertic ally all the points that
fit a sin3lc sl~cw curve to the sumr.ied scatte r diagra as.

The fact tt1at

means that we
the summed scatte :: diac;ra m is the one tbat is availa ble
tion with a skew
descri be income diotri bution in term::; of a single popula
with a
distri bution , rathe1. · t!lnn in term::; of four popula tions each
diatri bution .

11

norma l"

- 36 To go from four di:::tribution ::: to one is easy, but to go from one
back to four is liI~c un::;crm::-iblin3 an
ways of repre::::entinr ; the same

infor □ ation.

:::o it i::: not a ca:::e of tuo
hather the lf di::itributio n

hypothesis, ba:::e<l on theoretical con:::iderati ons already discu::::::ed, requires
more inforr.iation , but nevcrthele::: c is a::: conci:::tcnt ,~ith e~dstinc data
(scatter diagrar.rn) a::; is the sine le cu:.:-vc hypothesia.

Ini:;tead of fit ting

a single sl~c,-1 curve to the scatter dingran (of ::;urns), one could probably
obtain an equally cood fit by uoin:3 four normal curve::: which overlap and
differ in hei::;ht

::;o

sum of the curvec.

a::: to minimize the deviation::: of scatter from the vertical
The choice betucen tl1e two would be theoretica 1, not

empirical.
nut to get data on the four cla:::oeo uc need operational definitions
of the two thco:tetical criteria of tliffc:;_·entia l property and differentia l
fertility.
Controlled and non-control led fertility might be ope;:-ational ly
distinr;uish ed 't·1ith reference to the findinc of recent surveys that almost

no one anywhere in the world wants nore tl~an

lf

or 5 children.

If a

completed family has 5 or more children uc nicht consider tbic as
presumptive evidence of non-control of fe::tility.

Likcwicc, completed

f amilicc with l:. or less children may be c lasoed in the controlled fertility
group.,•:

*A similar

criterion
"natality
study
interesting
of
L\nalysi::;
an
by
Suggested
p.
sec
1963,
Studies, llarcb

wa::: adortcd by Lincoln H. Day in his very
and l:thnocentri sm: Some r,elationshi ps
Catholic-Pr otestant Differentia ls" Population
32.
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alco be clas sed in the con trol led
Sing le, non -coh abit inc adul ti:. l-JOuld
n
len io that mos t far:1 ilien at any 3ive
fert ilit y ~rou p. The obvi oui:. prob
nty
:e ii:. no ,-my to deci de whe ther a t\-1c
time have not been coJ.'!'lpleted. T!1e1
ii:. or iG not con trol linr ; fert ilit y,
five year old coup le with t,m chil dren
e>:c ept to asl: thcr:1.

coup les ho,;-1
Thu::; one poi: rnib ility is to as!: ouch

to clac cify ther.1 acco rdin c to e:: ante
many chil dren they plan to have and
ld be i:.tr ictly ex post , all coup les
inte ntio ns. Anothe~.-, appr oach wou
linr ;.
rdlc ns of ar;e, be clan scd as con trol
havi nc; 4 or lcsz chil dren , ,,ou ld, rer;a
they uoul d be rccl asci fied into the
If and when they have a fift h chil d
non -con trol linr ; r;rou p,

e of the tota l
In the latt er case the ace ntru ctur

t'.1c dict ribu tion of peop le araonc the
pop ulat ion ,-,ould r;rc atly i.nfl uenc c
enie nt beca use it allo uo ar;e,
inco n'l(.
·!$:
four clao oeo. The oret ical ly this is
hip
y and prop erty , to dete rmin e mem bers
in add itio n to diff eren tial fert ilit
d
at dc.'.11 abou t ar;c stru ctur ci:. and coul
in a clas s. Ho,-1cvc:r, we l:now a r;::c
rec
uen ce -- ,,e coul d coti raat c the de::;
to oome der; rcc corr ect :for tl1is infl
11
prop orti on of "con trol lcro •
·ated
;:;c1
c::ac
an
has
ion
ulat
pop
r;
youn
to whic h a
non -pro pert ied clas ses we
For dist incu ishi nr; the prop ertie d f:i..·on
c
c it raa!:ei:. litt le sens e to aal: youn
are forc ed to take an ex pant view i:.inc
do ,;-1c
or even inh erit prop erty . But how
peop le if they inte nd to accu r:iul ate
drDw the line ancl wha t do
esta te, atoc b::;, and bond s?

\JC

coun t aa prop erty ?

Do we coun t only real

an edu cati on,
Or do ,-1e incl ude human cap ital ::iuch

pow er, such as JL8, nber ohip
and the cap itali zed va luc of nono poly
ol,
or a de:3 rce from a pres ticio us scho
in a rest rict ed unio n or prof essi on,
t sor1c def init ion of prop erty , whe re
or whi te s!:in ? And a::::suJ.'!'linr:; we adop
to
ona l inco me goes to wace o and 30%
do we dra~-1 the line ? If 70% of nati
als uith over 30% prop erty inco me
prop erty we mich t nay that indi vidu
tale nt etc.

1

- 3Grto the propertied class.

belong

But this requires vast amounts of

information at a detailed family level, and is ::;till rather arbitrary.
Many of the:::e basically insoluble prob.lem::; can be avoided by the

following procedure, uhich is no more arbitrary anCl requirca lees inforraation.
Say the wace of uns:dlled labor ic L dollars per year.

Anyone earnine more

than, say 2 L dollars per year, i::; in the propertied class, anyone earning
less than 2 Lis in the non-propertied clasn.

To earn significantly more

than the goinc wage for uns!~illed labor one raust have some ::.ldll, cducati-on,
talent, land, capital, oonopoly power or other privelege.

Hhcther the

sisnificant r:iultiple of L be 2 L, 3 L, 1.5 L or any other number fa a
decision to be basecl on a ~omplete l~nowledge of the particular econooy.
Let K be the appropriate multiple of L.
As an initial augge!:ltion then, our four cla:rnes rnicht be operationally
defined as follou:::;:
(1)

y

p/P C

= all

families with income greater than

k L, and with

four or lea::; children.
(2)

y

p/P

n

= all

families witil incor.1e greater than

k L, and with

five or more children.
(3)

y
.

w/P

C

= all faoilies with income less than

k :L, and with four

or leoo children.
y
w/P

n

= all families with income lesa than k L, and with five

or more children.
These definitions, as previouoly noted, arc c,~ poot and con:::;equcntly
the age structure of the population atfccto the distribution ·of families
ti

..,'I

I
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from the p.rope'tty criterion, sindi · the· ·yo•ung have had less time to
accumulate property.

But the influence of the age structure could theoretically

be corrected :for, or at least implicitly taken into account in interpretation.
Data on fertility and income for individual families which would
permit such a cross-classification are not generally kept, though certain

survey studiea may contain this or cloaely :related information.~':
To show how, in spite of severe data limitations, these catecories
might be usefully applied, let us consider the case of Northeast Brazil,

which in terms of conventional development criteria has been a great
success. -J:·k Total GNP for the region has grown at between 6 and 7 percent
(say 6.5) annually, with population ;3ro1-.1inr; at around 3.1% annually, and
per capita income thus growing at around 3. l.} percent -- well above the
Punta del tste e;oal of 2.5 percent.

Add tbe fact of sparse density and

there appears to be no population problem at all.
But let us apply the concepts just considered in order to go behind
the misleading avera13e, and ask what is happening to each type of per capita
income and the correspondin13 social class.
take a

2

and a

3

to each be zero

between wealth and fertility.

As a first approximation let us

i.e. there is a high inverse correlation
In other ,-.1ords, by our definition there is

no middle class -- only a stable bourgeoisie and a stable proletariat.

What,

in terms of income size, might be considered a middle class, is divided

--------*Further empirical

work is needed and is par,t of a continuing study.

~-~'(.,_.

"There is not space here to do more than summarize a fe,-1 re lcvant
points. For a more complete discussion and references, see the author's
paper "The Population QueGtion in Northeast Brazil: Its Economic and
Idea logic a 1 Dimensions", Economic Dcvc lopmcnt and Cultura 1 Change, July,

1970.

- lrO between the Narxian - Malthusian bourr;eoisie and the Marxian - I:>Ialthusian
proletariat , moat i:;oing to the boureeoisic .

If we consider tbat a typical

completed bourr;eois family has four aurviving children, while a typical
completed proletarian family has eight surviving children, then over one
generation (say 25 years) the bourgeois family doubles (four children 7 two
parents) and the proletarian family quadruples (eight children 7 two parents).
If over the same 25 year period the total income of each class grows at the
same 6.5 percent rate at which the total iricome of both classes taken together
has been growin0 , then the total income of each clans ,-,ill have increased by
a factor of (1.065)

25 = l:-.8.

Tfwrefore, the per capita income of the

bourgeois family uill have increased, over one generation, by a factor of
lf. fJ/2 = 2. l:-; while that of the proletarian family will have increaaed by

a factor of only 4.0/4

= 1.2.

Even this meaccr increases of 20% over 25

years for the proletarian s disappears uhen we recall our very optimistic
assumptions of continued rapid growth in total income of the region, and
of equal growth rates for the total incomes of the two classes.

Total

income of the proletariat surely grows at less than the average 6.5%,
while total income of the bourgeoisie surely grows more rapidly.

This

is because the proletariat lacks bar[;aining power due to non-owneri::h ip of
property, lacl~ of labor unions, and lack of education; and because
inf lat ion tends to benefit property incorae at the expense of labor income,
and to benefit those ,·1ho have access tocreclit.

Thus it appears e:::treraely

likely that the per capita incorae of the proletariat does not increase at
all, while that of the bouq;eoisie increase very rapidly indeed.

The

bourgeoisie becomca richer and relatively fewer, the proletariat remains

- L:.1 -

equally poor, and becomes both absolutely and relatively more numerous.
Looking at the left-hand side of our equation we can see only "economic
growth".

Lookin13 at the right-hand side uc arc forced to diotinr;uish

between "growth 11 in the sense of
of "swelling".

development 11 and

11

growth 11 in the i:;ense

11

And we are led to recognize the key role played by

11
differentia 1 fertility in the dynamics of "swellinr; •

The rather more

important role of differentia l property ownership has been more generally
recognized intellectua lly, even if avoided politically .
The

11

necesoity of a population policy as a part of development policy"

for Northeact Brazil, was, to my knowledge, first stated with courage and
clarity by Rubens Vaz da Costa in an article with that title in 1967.

If

our infor1:1ation al categories had not been so aocially empty, could the
nature of the problera have remained obscure until that late date?
Finally, in a world increaaingl y polarized into right and left,
might not the inclusion of the true insi13ht::; of both the Marxian and
neo-Malthus ian traditions into our information al catcgoriec go at least
some diatance toward unitin3 these factiona to a common development effort?
The underlying moral viewpoint capable of embracing the beet in both
traditions is that stated in Narl~ 2: 27:
man for the Sabbath."

"The Sabbath was made for man, not

If this· rule appliea to sacred inntitution a, then it

must apply with even greater force to cecular institution s.

The

institution s, laws, and conventions governing the dual life-sustain ing
processea of production and reproductio n arc to serve man, not vice versa.
Man was not made to serve Hammon -- nor the gcddess of fertility.

'\
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